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ABSTRACT: This talk will first summarize the major concerns and main challenges of 3G/4G

base station antenna design. Some key technologies to solve these issues will be

presented with a glance of insights. Based on the understanding of 3G/4G

techniques, new methods are proposed for 5G cellular systems. In specific, the

electromagnetic fundamentals that govern the performance characteristics of dual-

polarized tightly-coupled cross-dipoles that are widely used in cellular base station

applications are investigated. The mutual coupling effects and their impact on

standard performance indices are stressed. Links between the physical dimensions

of the components of this model and key radiation characteristics, including

directivity, half-power-beamwidth (HPBW), and cross polarization discrimination

(XPD) levels, are established. The model guides the introduction and optimization

of a cross-dipole structure that exhibits excellent performance. A general and

optimal impedance matching method is presented by adding more radiators to get

more performance. During this talk, the presenter will share some tips of producing

scientific papers from industrial projects.
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